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Mrs. Willson finally had a full meal and had a good night’s sleep. 

Unexpectedly, the door of the room was kicked open by the angry Gina early in the morning! 

Before Mrs. Willson could react, Gina rushed to the bed, slapped her face fiercely, and cursed angrily: 

“You dead old woman, even the censer used by me to give incense to the Buddha You dare to steal rice, 

are you still a human?” 

Mr. Willson was dizzy by the slap. Looking at Gina’s face that was close at hand was full of anger. She 

was so frightened that she blurted out and pleaded: “Gina, I’m sorry Gina! I didn’t want to steal either. 

Your thing, but I was so hungry…” 

Gina was furious and gritted her teeth: “It’s your problem that you are hungry. What does it have to do 

with me? The incense burner is used by me to incense the Bodhisattva. You stole the rice in it. That 

would be disrespectful to the Bodhisattva! If you condemn me, you are hurting me!” 

Lady Willson couldn’t help but choked up: “Gina…this New Year’s Eve…you can’t just watch my old lady 

starving to death in this house, right? You say, if I die in this house from hunger on new Year’s eve, how 

will you live here in the future? You lie in the bedroom upstairs every night thinking that I starved to 

death in this room downstairs. Would you feel better in your heart?” 

With that, Lady Willson said in tears: “Gina…you just saved me, saved an old life. Didn’t the Bodhisattva 

say? Save a life and win the seventh-level Buddha statue. This is also considered accumulation of good 

deeds!” 

Although Gina’s expression eased a little, she still shouted coldly: “For the sake of the Bodhisattva, I can 

forgive you for stealing rice, but you must save your own behavior and pay a certain price!” 

Mrs. Willson hurriedly asked, “Gina, what price do you want me to pay?” 

Gina said coldly: “You honestly wash the clothes for the three of us for one day. I will think this has 

never happened!” 

When Mrs. Willson heard this, she immediately pleaded: “Gina, I was unwell yesterday and couldn’t go 

to the supermarket to work, so I stole your rice. Today I said everything has to go to work, otherwise for 

the family of four today’s rations are missing again…” 

“Then I don’t care!” Gina said annoyedly: “Either you will wash our clothes, or you will give me the rice 

that you ate, and I will not ruin you. As much as you eat, you will pay me back and give the incense 

burner just fill it up!” 

Mrs. Willson cried her face in mourning: “Gina, all the rice has been boiled by me, now let me give you 

back what? Or else, you let me go to the supermarket to work today, and I get the money after work. I’ll 

buy rice and return it to you immediately, do you think it’s okay?” 

“No!” Gina said without relenting: “If you choose to return the rice to me, then return it now, otherwise, 

just get out and wash my clothes honestly!” 



After that, Gina threatened again: “If you toast and don’t eat fine wine, don’t blame me for being rude 

to you!” 

Seeing Gina’s grim expression, Lady Willson knew that this woman was definitely not joking with her. 

She is now lonely and weak, how could she be her opponent? 

So, Lady Willson nodded her head in tears, choked up, and said: “Okay…I will wash…I will go to wash…” 

On the first day of the Lunar New Year, Mrs. Willson’s family of four did not get in. 

The three of Gina gave a lot of dirty clothes and bed sheets to Mrs. Willson and asked her to wash 

everything today. 

So the old lady has no time to go out and make money. 

And Wendy, because of the need to take care of the injured and bedridden Noah and Harold, she 

couldn’t get out at all. 
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No one is going to make money, so naturally there is no food to cook, so the family can only stand 

hungry. 

Since Noah and Harold kidnapped Elaine, and mishandled Cynthia Wade, all four of the Willson family 

have lost a lot of weight, and their lives have been miserable. 

The Charlie family next door packed up their things at noon on the first day of the Lunar New Year and 

drove to the hot spring villa Isaac gave to Charlie. The family planned to relax in the hot spring villa for 

two days. 

At the night when they arrived at the hot spring villa, Cynthia sat in the shabby rental house, looking 

bored at a takeaway dumpling. 

Since Charlie detained her in Aurous Hill, Cynthia has been relying on takeaways to survive. 

And the hateful thing was that Charlie didn’t allow her to order takeaways by herself. All the takeaways 

were ordered directly by Orvel’s confidant, and the price of each meal basically never exceeded thirty 

yuan. 

In the past few days, Cynthia was forced to taste a lot of popular delicacies that she had never tasted in 

her entire life. 

For example, yellow braised chicken rice, such as green pepper shredded pork rice bowl, Kung Pao 

chicken rice bowl, ramen noodles, northeastern potato noodles, donkey meat fire and so on. 

In the eyes of the Wade family, these common delicacies, which could no longer be ordinary, were 

simply rubbish in the trash. Not to mention eating a meal, or even smelling it, would make her feel sick. 

But now, Cynthia, who had always been aloof, can only feed on this every day. 

Yesterday was New Year’s Eve and they couldn’t order takeaways, so Orvel’s people gave her two boxes 

of instant noodles, a bag of ham and two braised eggs. 



Cynthia had eaten this kind of garbage when she saw New Year’s Eve. Naturally, she lost her reason to 

live, and said that if she couldn’t eat dumplings on New Year’s Day, she would commit suicide on the 

spot. 

Therefore, Orvel’s people gave her a dumpling made by themselves. 

The dumplings are made with pork and sauerkraut. Because the younger brother of Orvel and his family 

are all from the Northeast, he loves this flavor of dumpling filling. 

But Cynthia ate all the delicacies of mountains and seas since she was a child, and Wade’s dumplings 

had not been wrapped in pork. 

The most commonly eaten dumplings of Wade’s family are mixed with shrimp meat from top lobster 

and fish meat from wild large yellow croaker. They are then chopped into meat puree by hand, and then 

wrapped with minced meat from shark fin and abalone. The cost of a dumpling is probably higher than 

the cost of ordinary people eating dumplings for a year. 

Cynthia had never eaten a bite of sauerkraut. 

For a young lady who grew up in a top family, pickled food like sauerkraut is a taboo they will never 

touch. Almost any food that needs to be pickled and fermented is equivalent to poison in her eyes. 

Therefore, she only tasted the pork and sauerkraut dumplings, and immediately spit it out, and then 

rinsed her mouth several times before finally getting rid of the taste of sauerkraut. 

Cynthia opened the door angrily and questioned Orvel’s younger brother: “What kind of shit dumplings 

did you bring? Is it the damn thing for people to eat?!” 

When the man heard this, he immediately became angry. He spoke with a northeastern accent, and said 

angrily: “You stinky woman, why the hell do you talk? My mother made these dumplings, and I was kind 

enough to give you some. , Are you fcuking talking like that? Are you willing to die?!” 
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Orvel’s subordinates did not know Cynthia’s specific details. 

All he knows is that this is a middle-aged woman for whom the boss requires strict supervision. As for 

her surname, where she comes from, and what background, this person knows nothing. 

Therefore, when Cynthia got furious because of the dumplings he kindly brought, he immediately 

became a little angry, feeling that he was kindly feeding a vicious dog that barked. 

Cynthia didn’t think that Charlie, one of his subordinates, spoke to her in this tone, suddenly becoming 

angry. 

She pointed to the other’s nose and sternly said, “Do you know who I am? How dare you talk to me like 

this?” 

The other party gritted his teeth and cursed: “I care who you are, you insult the dumplings my mother 

made for me, and I can’t get rid of your hatred if I don’t strike your fcuking mouth!” 



Cynthia became even more angry when she heard him mention dumplings, and cursed: “You have a 

fcuking face to mention dumplings. I’ll ask you, what is the sour thing in that dumpling of your mother? 

Your mother is rotten and sour, and your mother is still making dumplings. Is it sick? Is the family so 

poor?” 

A man from the Northeast who is about 1.8 meters tall, his face flushed immediately and annoyed, he 

said, “You fcuking know a f@rt! That’s the fcuking sauerkraut we eat most often in the Northeast! You 

haven’t even seen sauerkraut. Are you fcuking still human?” 

Cynthia said with a haughty expression: “This kind of junk food, that is, poor people like you will eat it!” 

After that, she took the dumpling and threw it directly on the opponent’s face. 

Cynthia didn’t care about the dumplings scattered all over the place. She stared at the strong man in 

front of her and said coldly: “I don’t eat this garbage, you quickly go and prepare me a lobster 

dumpling!” 

Seeing the dumplings that his mother worked so hard to make, Cynthia was so ridiculed by it that she 

even threw them all to the ground, and suddenly couldn’t control them. He raised his hand and slapped 

Cynthia in the face. 

Cynthia was immediately slapped and scolded in anger, “You…you dare to beat me! I fcuking kill you!” 

The other party ignored her and said coldly: “Today’s meal has been delivered to you. If you are not full, 

you can only wait for tomorrow.” 

Cynthia blurted out: “What did you say?! I ate one of your rubbish dumplings and vomited!” 

The other party said lightly: “Then it has nothing to do with me. Anyway, I have delivered the meal. It is 

your business whether you eat or not.” 

Cynthia gritted her teeth and said, “I won’t eat your dumplings, you can order me a McDonald’s!” 

When the other party heard this, he roared angrily: “You fcuking don’t want your face! Northeast 

sauerkraut is rubbish in your eyes, and McDonald’s is not rubbish in your eyes? It’s a damn good thing. 

Shame on you!” 

After that, he closed the door directly and hung the lock from the outside. 

Cynthia didn’t eat a bite of rice, so she quickly became hungry. 

In the evening, Cynthia couldn’t help calling her father Zhongquan, who was far away in Eastcliff. She 

complained on the phone and told her father about her experience in Aurous Hill. 

Then, she begged her father bitterly: “Dad, you put some pressure on that b@stard Charlie, let him put 

me back quickly, I really can’t stand it…” 

After listening, Zhongquan said calmly: “Okay, I’ve told you about this before. Since you did something 

wrong by yourself, then honestly stay in Aurous Hill for a week.” 

Cynthia choked and said, “Dad, I really can’t bear it anymore. I don’t know how to live this kind of ghost 

life! I didn’t even stutter all day today. If this continues, I will be driven crazy!” 
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Zhongquan frowned, and asked: “As a daughter of the Wade family, why don’t you have this patience? 

You can’t hold on to this little thing, what else can you do?” 

Having said that, Zhongquan reminded again: “By the way, from now on, you don’t have any conflicts 

with Charlie, and don’t end up with him because of these things. He has agreed to come back to attend 

the ancestor worship ceremony on Qingming Festival. That is a good start for him to return to the Wade 

family.” 

Cynthia asked angrily: “Dad! Why do you always favor Charlie that infamous b@stard? He is a poor boy 

who has been living outside for many years. He has never read a book or went to school. What value 

does he bring to the Wade family? You still let him go back to attend the ancestor worship ceremony, he 

won’t be able to embarrass us Wade Family’s direct line?” 

Zhongquan said coldly: “Charlie is also of the Wade family’s bloodline. He still has the marriage contract 

of Philip’s daughter. His potential value to the Wade family is incomparable to anyone, including you! So 

you Don’t fix any monster moths, let you stay in Aurous Hill for seven days and you’ll just stay! A portion 

of pork and sauerkraut dumplings can find faults, you really don’t look like floating!” 

After Zhongquan finished speaking, he directly hung up the phone. 

Cynthia on the phone’s end was naturally aggrieved in tears. 

The more so, the more she hated Charlie in her heart. 

In her opinion, she suffered hardships and was even scolded by her father because of Charlie. 

Therefore, she swears from the bottom of her heart that she must find an opportunity to make Charlie 

pay the price! 

And this ancestor worship ceremony is the best opportunity! 

Thinking of this, Cynthia murmured in her heart and swears: “Charlie! Cynthia, I will definitely teach you 

a bitter lesson!” 

Thinking of this, she wiped away her tears, opened the door, and said with an apologetic look to the 

subordinate of Orvel: “You gentleman, I was indeed reckless just now. I apologize to you and hope you 

can forgive me… ..” 

As she said, she bowed deeply. 

Seeing this, the other party’s mood naturally eased a bit, so he said: “Okay, because of your good 

attitude, this matter will be over!” 

Cynthia was overjoyed and quickly bowed to thank him. Then she asked, “Sir, can you please help me to 

send a message to your boss?” 

…… 

At night, Charlie, who was in the hot spring hotel, received a call from Orvel. 



On the phone, Orvel said to him: “Master, your aunt asked me to bring you a message today. She said 

that she has been deeply aware of her mistakes in the past few days and wants me to say sorry for her 

and hope you Can forgive her for being immature.” 

Charlie said indifferently: “It’s impossible for a person like her to apologize to me willingly. It must be 

something else?” 

Orvel said: “She said, I hope you can recite her good attitude and let her return to Eastcliff in advance.” 

Charlie sneered: “No! Tell her to stop dreaming. She can’t miss a minute in seven days.” 

Orvel said hurriedly, “Okay Master, I will pass it on to her.” 

“Yeah.” Charlie said: “After seven days, let her leave Aurous Hill immediately, and never allow her to 

come again!” 
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The overall living experience of the hot spring villa in Champs Elys is much better than Tomson. 

It is located on the mountainside with beautiful scenery, not only the scenery is excellent, but more 

importantly, it is very quiet, the distance between the villa and other villa is also very far, and the privacy 

is very good. 

In addition, although the total price of the hot spring villa in Champs Elys is about half that of Tomson’s 

first product, it is actually much larger than Tomson’s first product in terms of the construction area and 

courtyard area. 

Housing prices in the city are very expensive, mainly because of the land price. The Champs Elysées is 

located in the suburbs, so the land price is much lower than in the city. 

Claire likes the environment very much. For her, it has been a long time since she had the opportunity to 

experience such a relaxed and quiet life. 

Therefore, the family simply decided to take advantage of the Chinese New Year holiday to stay here for 

a few more days and relax. 

Elsa has been trying her best to invite Claire and Charlie to visit Eastcliff, but Claire is still hesitating. She 

feels that going to Eastcliff will inevitably have to go back and forth, and no matter how good someone 

else’s home is, it’s far away from living in someone else’s home It’s not as good as living in own home, so 

she hesitated. 

On the second day of the Lunar New Year, while Charlie’s family was still enjoying their vacation in the 

hot spring villa, Warnia had already started meeting with Nippon Steel’s senior officials in Tokyo. 

The Song family’s involvement in steel manufacturing this time was a careful decision after Warnia 

thought twice. 

The steel industry is the foundation for the development of the modern industry. Whether it is light 

industry, heavy industry, or military industry, it is inseparable from the support of the steel industry. 



The Song family had been involved in the steel industry earlier, but they never seized the opportunity to 

become bigger and stronger. 

Now, she takes over the Song family, hoping to increase the overall industrial scale of the family by a 

step, so she decided to bet heavily on steel companies. 

The specific plan is to establish a steel company focusing on special steel smelting in Haicheng, a city on 

the lower reaches of the Yangtze River not too far from Aurous Hill. 

Haicheng is the city where Tailai is located. 

Although Tailai is the richest man in Haicheng, his main direction is real estate and supporting 

commercial development, which is highly similar to the development direction and industrial form of 

Wanda Group. 

As Haicheng is a city on the lower reaches of the Yangtze River and closer to the sea, shipping is also 

very convenient. Iron ore and other raw material purchased from Brazil and Australia can be easily 

transported via the sea by 10,000-ton bulk carriers to the city. 

The most important part of the iron and steel industry is transportation. The amount of iron ore is huge. 

Therefore, shipping conditions must be supported to reduce costs to the greatest extent. This is why 

almost all large-scale steel companies are established in coastal cities and cities along the river. The 

main reason. 

The Song family invested in a large area of industrial land in Haicheng many years ago, which happened 

to be used to build a factory. So now the only thing the Song family lacks is a partner with strong R&D 

capabilities and a large number of steel patents. 

Therefore, Warnia set the cooperation target as Japan’s Nippon Steel. 
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She decided to adopt a joint venture like an automobile company to introduce Nippon Steel’s cutting-

edge technology in steel companies. 

FAW-Volkswagen, Guangqi Honda, and Changan Ford have basically adopted this kind of joint venture 

idea. After two to thirty years of joint venture development, these companies have indeed achieved 

very impressive sales results. 

Nippon Steel is also very interested in this cooperation, coupled with the Song family’s strength, land, 

and certain experience in the steel industry, it is also a very good potential partner for Nippon Steel. 

So the two sides hit it off, and the rest is the discussion and formulation of cooperation details. 

Warnia’s idea is that the Song family holds 51% and Nippon Steel holds 49%, but the idea of Nippon 

Steel is that they hold 51% and the Song family holds 49%. 

Don’t look at such a slight difference in proportions, but it determines who has the final say in a 

company. 



Shareholders who reach 51% are undoubtedly the largest shareholders, and they have absolute power 

to say anything about specific matters of the company. 

Once the controlling rights are handed over to Nippon Steel, the Song family will lose all dominant 

positions in this cooperation. 

At the negotiating table, both sides saw the issue back and forth, but no one wanted to take a step back. 

Warnia said to Nippon Steel’s senior management: “Everyone, our cooperation this time refers to the 

usual cooperation model of the auto industry. In our country, local auto companies and overseas auto 

companies have established joint ventures with local companies to hold shares %, overseas companies 

hold 49% of the shares. After that, the company is established in our country and it should be controlled 

by us. I hope your company can understand this!” 

The person responsible for negotiating with Warnia is Nippon Steel’s vice chairman, whose full name is 

Hashimoto Kinzaki, is a member of Nippon Steel’s core management. 

Hashimoto Kinzaki is forty years old this year. In Japan, a society where qualifications are extremely 

important, he can climb to the core management so early. It can be said that he is a very right-handed 

person. 

At this time, he looked at Warnia and smiled slightly: “Miss Song, I know the kind of cooperation model 

you mentioned in the automobile industry, but that kind of model is not suitable for this cooperation 

between Nippon Steel and you.” 

Warnia said with a calm expression, “Mr. Hashimoto, why is it not suitable for our cooperation? I would 

like to hear more.” 

Hashimoto Kinzaki said with a smile: “First of all, there are too many leading companies in the 

automotive industry. There are Toyota, Honda, and Nissan in Japan alone, BMW, Mercedes-Benz, Audi, 

and Volkswagen in Germany, and GM, Ford, and Chrysler in the United States. Not to mention the 

Ferraris, Lamborghini, and Maseratis in Italy. With such a large number of competitors, it is inevitable 

that their peers will be underestimated. Everyone will often lower their prices for the Chinese market…” 

Speaking of this, Hashimoto’s expression was stern, and he said seriously: “However, there are only a 

few leading companies in the steel industry. Among the world’s top ten steel companies, half of them 

are on the list due to large output. There are only three or four companies specializing in the core 

technology of special steel, and the only company in Japan is Nippon Steel. You have a Chinese saying, 

“Rare is precious”. Miss Song for the rare cooperation of Nippon Steel Partner, it is normal to sacrifice 

more interests!” 

Warnia hesitated again and again, and said: “Mr. Hashimoto, I really can’t give up any more shares. The 

Song Group must hold 51% of the shares in this cooperation, but as compensation to Nippon Steel, we 

can give rope in terms of income rights, Nippon Steel has a certain degree of tilt. For all the net profits 

generated by our cooperation in the future, Nippon Steel will enjoy 51% of the net profit income rights. 

What do you think of this?” 



Hashimoto Kinzaki shook his head without hesitation, and said seriously: “Ms. Song, we will not make 

any concessions on the equity issue. If we are willing to make concessions on this point, we will have 

deep cooperation with other steel companies in your country. How can we wait until today?” 
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Warnia knew that what the other party said was true. 

In fact, Nippon Steel, a top-notch steel group, is very popular in any country. 

Especially their strength in special steels is among the top in the world. 

Special steel has a wide range of uses, and the more sophisticated the field, the higher the demand for 

special steel. 

Such as the military industry. 

The most common barrels have very strict requirements on steel. 

If the material is excellent, the life and accuracy of the gun can reach the best, but if the material is not 

good, the life and accuracy of the gun will naturally not work. 

Some barrels, fired thousands of times, will wear out so much that they have to be replaced. 

Some gun barrels have reached the end of their life after hitting a few hundred rounds. If they don’t 

work well, they may explode. Once they are put into use on the battlefield, it may affect the battle 

situation and results. 

In addition, tank armor, helicopter armor, and aircraft carrier decks all have extremely high 

requirements for steel. 

Therefore, everyone hopes to have in-depth cooperation with companies like Nippon Steel. 

But Nippon Steel is also very smart. 

They not only have a great appetite for foreign cooperation, but they are also very cautious about 

patents and scientific research results. 

Even if it is to reach a cooperation, they will not bring out the top results at the bottom of the box. 

At most, some castrated products are used to cover the civilian field, and the cutting-edge technology in 

the military field is never external. 

This time working with the Song family, what they want is Absolute Holdings. 

While letting the Song family surrender, contribute money, land, and power, they must do things under 

their hands and at their orders. 

As long as the Song family agrees to this condition, they will spend a few years gradually turning the 

Song family into their own puppets, or sweeping the Song family out of the game. 

Warnia didn’t expect that she would give Nippon Steel two more profit rights, but the people of Nippon 

Steel still refused. 



So, she gritted her teeth and said: “Mr. Hashimoto, I can give Nippon Steel a part of the income right. 

The future net profit will be 55% for Nippon Steel and 45% for Song. How about this?” 

To give up five points in one breath, for Warnia, it was already a great compromise and concession. 

Unexpectedly, Hashimoto shook his head without hesitation and smiled faintly: “Miss Song, our Nippon 

Steel’s requirement is to never give up the controlling rights. If you can’t agree to the controlling rights, 

then there is no need to continue talking.” 

Warnia suddenly felt very passive. 

She couldn’t help but secretly think in her heart: “Now, on behalf of the Song family, I actively want to 

cooperate with Nippon Steel, so Nippon Steel directly squeezed my mentality and demanded a 

controlling stake, and it did not give in at all… …If I continue to insist, then this matter may not be 

discussed…” 

“If this time I return without success, then all the preparatory work I have done will be lost…” 
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“By the way, if I give up the controlling rights, it will be equivalent to giving up all autonomy. In the 

future, Nippon Steel will decide almost all the affairs of the company. Then the Song family will be too 

passive…” 

Hashimoto Kinzaki saw her expression a bit tangled, and said with a smile: “Miss Song, this matter does 

not need to settle immediately without any hurry. You can go back and think about it first. Let’s make an 

appointment tomorrow for a chat. What do you think? “ 

Warnia hesitated for a while, then nodded gently. 

She is very clear that she has no initiative at all in this round of negotiations. 

If continue to talk like this, they will only become more passive. 

This is like buying things in a store. If the seller is anxious to make a move, the buyer will have more 

room for bargaining. For example, if the seller makes a price of 100, the buyer will directly say 20, and 

then you will sell if you sell. I go to another place to buy it, and then I can firmly seize the initiative. 

However, if the seller’s mentality is very stable, the buyer will say twenty, and the other party will 

directly say that you should go to another house. This will make the buyer lose the initiative. 

According to normal logic, buyers can only add up a little bit until the price can satisfy the seller. The 

specific transaction depends on the seller’s psychological price. It may be fifty or seventy-eight. Ten, 

even ninety. 

However, the seller in front of Warnia was not prepared to make any concessions. 

He gave Warnia a very tough attitude. You can only buy one hundred for this item, and one cent will not 

work. If you want to get 99, I’m sorry, then you can go to another house or go back and think about it. 

Warnia has no room for mediation at this time. The only way is to suspend the negotiation first, slow 

down the rhythm, and continue to come and talk tomorrow. 



So, she nodded and stood up and said, “Mr. Hashimoto, then both of us will consider it carefully. If it is 

convenient for you, I will come back tomorrow morning.” 

“No problem!” Hashimoto stood up with a smile, shook hands with Warnia, and said, “Miss Song, I will 

send you out.” 

After Warnia left Nippon Steel, she and her assistant got into the rented nanny car and rushed back to 

the hotel. 

At the same time, she sent a message to the family’s WeChat group in the car: “Nippon Steel must have 

a 51% controlling stake here. I will not give in. I give up the right of income to 55% and they are still 

unmoved. I have already come out of Nippon Steel. I will organize the negotiation points in the evening, 

and I will talk to them again tomorrow.” 

Mr. Song immediately sent a voice message: “Nippon Steel has always had a big appetite, but don’t take 

them too seriously, because I learned some time ago that Nippon Steel’s life is not easy now!” 

Immediately afterward, the old man sent another voice: “Their group has successively engaged in 

several large investment projects in the past few years, but they have not done it properly and wasted a 

lot of funds, so their revenue this year is under great pressure. On the surface, it seems very calm, but 

deep down, they must also be eager to cooperate with us. It’s nothing more than trying to put on the air 

and strive for more benefits.” 

Honor Song also sent a message: “Warnia, don’t worry, look for their flaws, and then hold them, they 

will definitely compromise.” 

“Yeah.” The old man said: “It is now February, and they will soon release last year’s financial report. If 

the financial data is not good, not only shareholders will trouble them, but investors will also complain. 

In that case, their stock price is bound to fall. If they can announce their cooperation with us before the 

financial report is released, it can also inspire the emotions of shareholders and investors.” 

Warnia replied: “Okay, I will get ready after I get back to the hotel, and talk to them again tomorrow!” 

At this moment, Hashimoto’s phone suddenly rang. 

The caller ID indicated that the call was from Aurous Hill of the neighboring country. 

Honor, at this time, was in his luxurious duplex apartment in the center of Aurous Hill, listening to the 

prompt tone on the phone with a wireless landline. 

Hashimoto got on the phone first, and said with a smile, “Mr. Song is so fast. As soon as the lady left 

with her front foot, your call came from the back foot!” 
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At this time Honor, looking at the river outside the window, smiled faintly, and said: “Mr. Hashimoto, I 

also just heard my sister say that the cooperation negotiation with you does not seem to be going well.” 

Hashimoto Kinzaki laughed and said, “She really thinks a little bit. She wants to cooperate with our 

Nippon Steel and also wants a 51% controlling stake. How is this possible? It is also cooperation. Mr. 

Song, you give me the terms. , Much better than her!” 



Honor said with a smile: “Of course, women are too petty, so it is difficult to acclimate. As long as Mr. 

Hashimoto and I work together, I will give 51% of the shares to Nippon Steel by then. I will give nine 

more points to Mr. Hashimoto in private!” 

Hashimoto Kinzaki said with some excitement: “Mr. Song is really magnificent! After such a toss, you 

only have 40% left in your hand!” 

Honor said indifferently: “40% does not matter. I do this not to make money, but to make friends with 

Mr. Hashimoto.” 

Hashimoto Kinzaki smiled and said, “Mr. Song is really too generous! But I want to know, what is the 

chance of our success in this matter?” 

Honor said seriously: “As long as you have the ability to keep my sister in Tokyo, the chance of success in 

this event must be 100%!” 

Hashimoto Kinzaki said: “Mr. Song, I’m not distrusting you, but I heard that before your sister inherited 

the seat of Song’s Patriarch, the Song’s Patriarch seems to have always been your grandfather. If I take 

your sister Staying in Tokyo, will you be able to be the head of the Song family?” 

Honor sneered and said seriously: “My grandfather is old and has reached the age of being able to eat. 

Even if he wants to sit as the master of the home, he must have more than enough energy.” 

Having said that, Honor said again: “And Mr. Hashimoto, don’t worry, since I have decided to do this, it 

is that I have no arrow back when I open the bow. Even if my own relatives stand in front of me, I will kill 

my relatives righteously! So, as long as you can cooperate with me, I will not let you down!” 

Hashimoto slapped his lips first, and said with emotion: “Tsk-tsk…Mr. Song is really courageous and 

knowledgeable, but there is one thing, I must put the ugly words first.” 

Honor hurriedly said, “Mr. Hashimoto, please speak.” 

Hashimoto Kinzaki said word by word: “Mr. Song, I can help you solve your sister’s trouble, but after I 

help you solve the trouble, you must honor your promise to me, otherwise, the recording of the call may 

be transmitted to the Song family or even to the police in your country!” 

Honor said without hesitation: “Mr. Hashimoto, please don’t worry about this. After the event is 

completed, I will definitely honor my promise to you 100%!” 

Hashimoto Kinzaki smiled slightly: “In this case, Mr. Song will patiently wait for the good news!” 

…… 

The following day, the third day of the Lunar New Year. 

Warnia rushed to the Nippon Steel Corporation early to continue negotiations with Hashimoto Kinzaki. 

After going back yesterday, Warnia thought about it all night. In order to win Nippon Steel, she made 

several plans for emergencies. 

After the two parties sat at the negotiating table, Warnia took the lead in coming up with her first plan. 



In the first set of plans, she still insisted on a 51% controlling stake, but in return, she was willing to 

adjust the share ratio to 40% to 60% in the first five years of cooperation between the two parties. 

In other words, give Nippon Steel 60% of the net profit in the first five years, and then adjust it to 55% 

after five years. 

Chapter 2050 

Hashimoto’s attitude has changed slightly from yesterday. 

He no longer rejected Warnia’s proposal very simply as he did yesterday, but started Tai Chi with 

Warnia. 

He made many things ambiguous, and neither agreed nor refused. This kind of hard and soft attitude 

made Warnia feel very helpless. 

The two sides have been talking about the approaching evening from the morning. Warnia has adjusted 

the profit share to Nippon Steel for the first five years to 65%, but Hashimoto recently refused to agree. 

Warnia really has no choice but to show her own cards, and said: “Mr. Hashimoto, it seems that both of 

us are unwilling to make concessions to each other on the issue of holdings. If it is not possible, you 

think this will work. 50% of the shares, under any circumstances, we guarantee that each other has 50% 

of the voting rights. All cooperation matters, we are equal. If our two sides can’t make progress in the 

cooperation, we will also follow the 50% to 50% method Distribute all remaining assets equally!” 

Hashimoto Kinzaki frowned and sighed: “Miss Song, both parties hold 50% of the shares, which means 

that everyone has no initiative. If there is any dispute or disagreement in the future cooperation, how to 

resolve it? If not If a person can finally make a final decision, isn’t it that you are caught in an infinite 

loop where you don’t obey me and I don’t obey you, but no one can help each other?” 

Warnia said with a very serious expression: “Mr. Hashimoto, if both of us want to cooperate to the best 

of our ability, even if there are differences, I believe that everyone can calmly resolve them instead of 

trying to smash each other. Since we seek cooperation, we just want to do things well. If we don’t even 

have this prerequisite, then cooperation will indeed be difficult to continue.” 

After that, Warnia said again: “So if you really have the sincerity to cooperate with our Song Group, the 

equity of 50-50 will not be a problem, but if you do not have this sincerity, then cooperation may not be 

necessary. It can be pushed forward.” 

Hashimoto Kinzaki said embarrassingly: “Ms. Song, there is a saying in your country that you call a villain 

first, then a gentleman. Since it is cooperation, it must take all the worst cases into consideration first, 

don’t you think?” 

Warnia said: “Mr. Hashimoto, the equity is 50%, and the income is still five points. This is the last limit of 

our Song Group. If you think you can cooperate, then we will continue to talk. If you think If we can’t 

cooperate, then we can only say sorry, so it’s up to you to continue the conversation.” 

Hashimoto Kinzaki did not rush to express his opinion to Warnia. Instead, he looked at the time, with a 

weird smile on his face, and said, “Miss Song, it’s too early now. Otherwise, on your terms, I and our 



director Let me give you long feedback. I will give you a definite answer at the earliest tonight and 

tomorrow at the latest. What do you think?” 

Warnia hesitated for a while, and said, “Well then Mr. Hashimoto, I’ll wait for your news!” 

Having said that, she stood up, reached out to Hashimoto Kinzaki, and said politely: “Mr. Hashimoto, 

then we will go back to the hotel today. If there is any progress, please contact me as soon as possible.” 

Hashimoto nodded first and smiled: “No problem, Miss Song, please rest assured to wait for my news.” 

Warnia took her assistants and got up and left the office building of Nippon Steel. 

When going out, Warnia felt very complicated. 

Today, she has already revealed her final trump card, and she has no room for mediation anymore. If 

Nippon Steel’s senior management can’t agree, then she will return from Japan this time without 

success. 

Upstairs of Nippon Steel. 

Hashimoto Kinzaki watched Warnia’s commercial vehicle leave the parking lot downstairs, with a cruel 

smile on his lips, and picked up his mobile phone to make a call. 

As soon as the phone call, he smiled and said, “Mr. Song, the lady has been driven mad by me. I think 

the time is ripe and we can do it tonight. After tonight, your cousin will completely disappear from this 

world!” 

Honor’s voice came from the other side of the phone: “Haha, Mr. Hashimoto, then everything depends 

on you!” 

Chapter 2051 

At this moment, Warnia was very upset. 

She didn’t expect Nippon Steel to be so difficult to chew. 

Moreover, during the entire negotiation process, she has been very passive, prepared so many hole 

cards, until the last hole card was also opened, and failed to finalize the cooperation. 

Deep down in her heart now, she has a strong sense of frustration. 

And she also had a hunch that she always felt that it would be difficult to get the result she wanted in 

this negotiation. 

Maybe, this time she will return without success. 

On the way back to the hotel, she told her family about her guess. 

Although Mr. Song was a little disappointed, he still encouraged her and said to her: “Warnia, this time 

you are cooperating with Nippon Steel, you shouldn’t put too much pressure on it. It’s good if this 

matter is negotiated, it’s not right for us. There is no loss, nothing more than a little less, it doesn’t 

matter.” 



Honor also sent a message, saying: “Yes Warnia, Nippon Steel is notoriously difficult to eat. There are so 

many companies in China who want to cooperate with them in-depth, but none of them really reached a 

conclusion. So even if it’s really impossible to talk about it, there is nothing to lose.” 

Honor’s words immediately aroused the potential competitiveness in Warnia’s heart. 

She feels that the more people and so many companies have failed to achieve, the more she wants to 

win it! 

Otherwise, she would become one of the countless losers. 

However, the current situation is not very clear, so Warnia dared not be too confident, so she said in the 

group: “Tomorrow I will try my last time to achieve success, but forget it.” 

Grandpa Song said: “It’s okay. Don’t worry too much about success or failure. Grandpa doesn’t want you 

to wrong yourself for business, understand?” 

Warnia felt a little more comforting, and replied: “OK, grandpa, I see.” 

Honor said with a smile at this time: “Warnia, brother believes in your abilities, and brother believes 

that if you wake up early tomorrow morning, you will wait for the good news of your successful 

signing!” 

Warnia knew that it was her brother who was comforting her, so she made a smile and said, “Brother, 

then I will borrow your good words!” 

Back at the hotel, Warnia was a little bored, so she didn’t even eat dinner. She just stayed in her room 

alone, combing through the plans she wrote, trying to find out the reason for not moving Nippon Steel. 

Due to excessive immersion, she did not realize that it was ten o’clock in the evening. 

At this time, her doorbell rang. 

She stood up, walked to the door, looked through the cat’s eyes, and found that it was her personal 

assistant, so she opened the door. 

Outside the door, the young female assistant said: “Ms. Song, you haven’t eaten anything at night. You 

should be hungry. Would you like me to order some food for you from the catering department and 

send them to the room? 

Warnia did feel a little hungry, so she nodded and said, “Okay, you can help me order something.” 

With that, Warnia asked again: “Have you eaten?” 

The female assistant nodded: “We have all eaten.” 

Warnia smiled slightly: “That’s good.” 

Twenty minutes later, the hotel waiter pushed the dining car and delivered the dinner the assistant had 

ordered for Warnia to the room. 

Warnia closed the computer, and just about to sit down and take a bite, she suddenly received a call 

from Hashimoto. 



Chapter 2052 

Warnia couldn’t help but wonder, “Why did Hashimoto Kinzaki call me so late?! Could it be…could it be 

that they have already discussed the results?!” 

Thinking of this, Warnia inevitably felt a little nervous. She hurriedly connected to the phone and asked, 

“Mr. Hashimoto, what can I do for you?” 

Hashimoto Kinzaki smiled and said, “Ms. Song, I have given feedback to our chairman of your final 

cooperation intention today. He recognizes your sincerity very much, so let me inform you that I will cut 

the mess tonight. The contract is signed!” 

Warnia did not expect that what she was waiting for was the most anticipated news, and she asked in 

surprise: “Mr. Hashimoto, what you said is true?!” 

Hashimoto Kinzaki laughed and said: “I don’t dare to talk nonsense about this. After that, I’m just the 

representative of the group to negotiate with you. The chairman of our company is the one who really 

made the decision. Since he has said so, there will be no falsehood.” 

Warnia said excitedly: “That’s great! Mr. Hashimoto, does the chairman of your group want to sign the 

contract tonight?” 

“Yes!” Hashimoto said: “Our chairman’s meaning is that since Miss Song is so sincere, then we should 

also show our sincerity and sign the contract as soon as possible.” 

Warnia hurriedly said, “Okay! Mr. Hashimoto, please give me an address, and I will be there!” 

Hashimoto Kinzaki said: “Miss Song is like this. Our chairman originally took a vacation at the hilltop villa 

in Nishitama County today, so what he meant is to let you sign a contract in Nishitama County now.” 

Warnia asked: “Nishitama County? Where is it? I don’t know Tokyo very well. Please forgive me…” 

Hashimoto Kinzaki said with a smile: “Nishitama County is about 70 or 80 kilometers west of Tokyo. You 

should be able to get there in more than an hour. Your driver must know the location. If you are 

convenient, you can come now.” 

Warnia said without hesitation: “Okay, no problem, I will set out now!” 

After hanging up the phone, Warnia immediately called her assistant again, and said with excitement, 

“Swallow, hurry up and prepare. Let’s set off in five minutes and go and sign the contract with the 

chairman of Nippon Steel!” 

“Ah?!” Warnia’s assistant Swallow asked in surprise: “Ms. Song, Nippon Steel has agreed to sign?!” 

“Yes!” Warnia blurted out: “Their chairman told us to sign the contract now! You should ask the other to 

prepare quickly, and also ask the driver to prepare!” 

“OK, President Song!” 

Five minutes later. 

Warnia walked out of the room in a hurry. 



The two female assistants met her at the door, and Swallow said, “Mr. Song, the driver is already waiting 

at the door of the hotel. Let’s go straight down!” 

“Okay!” Warnia nodded, and said eagerly: “Then let’s go downstairs!” 

In the car, Warnia told the driver the address given to her. 

The driver immediately entered the address into the navigation, and while starting the car, he said to 

Warnia, “Miss Song, the traffic is very smooth now. We will be there in about an hour and 20 minutes.” 

“Okay.” Warnia nodded. 

Swallow on the side said at this moment: “Ms. Song, do you want to tell Mr. Song this good news in 

advance to make him happy?” 

“You are right.” Warnia just wanted to take out her mobile phone, call her grandpa, and tell her family 

about her major progress. 

However, when she thought of her brother Honor on the way back in the afternoon, she hesitated and 

thought: “In the afternoon, my brother, in order to cheer me up, joked that I would receive the good 

news of my successful signing in the morning. I might as well sign the contract first, and wait until 

tomorrow morning to tell them and give them a real surprise!” 

Thinking of this, Warnia put away her mobile phone and said to Swallow: “The contract has not been 

signed yet. Now I say it, this will be a bit hasty. Let me tell them after the contract is signed and the dust 

settles!” 

Chapter 2053 

The vehicle Warnia was in, quickly drove out of downtown Tokyo and continued on toward the 

mountainous areas in the western suburbs of Tokyo. 

Although Japan is mountainous, the capital Tokyo is located in the Kanto Plain, so the entire Tokyo is 

flat, and there are almost no peaks in the city. One has to go west for dozens of kilometers until 

Nishitama County before entering the mountainous area. 

Mountainous areas are mostly winding roads, but the road conditions are very good. Commercial 

vehicles continue to drive on the winding mountain roads with nine bends and eighteen bends, and the 

altitude is gradually increasing. 

Because it was in the mountains and it was a long night, almost no cars were driving along the winding 

road for dozens of kilometers. Looking down from the sky, only Warnia was in the car with its lights on, 

circling through the mountain road. 

She was very happy at this time. 

Although in the final cooperation plan with Nippon Steel, the Song family gave up the controlling rights, 

but fortunately, the controlling rights did not fall into the hands of Nippon Steel, which is a relative 

compromise solution. 



Since taking over as the head of the Song family, Warnia has been working hard, but it is true that she 

has not made very outstanding results immediately. 

Therefore, she personally attaches great importance to this cooperation with Nippon Steel. 

I also look forward to using this cooperation to prove to everyone that I really have the ability to make 

the Song family better and better. 

At this time, the car has already run most of the winding mountain road, occasionally when the car 

drove to the east side of the mountain, one can see the night view of the entire Tokyo east side at the 

feet. 

Sitting next to Warnia, Swallow took out her mobile phone with some excitement. While taking pictures 

of the scenery outside the window, she exclaimed: “The night view of Tokyo from the mountain is really 

unique…” 

With that said, she tried to take a few photos, and said with some regret: “Oh, it’s not clear to take 

pictures on the phone at night, so I can’t capture this kind of mood at all!” 

Warnia smiled slightly and said, “If you take a photo at night, the light is too weak, so long exposure 

time is needed. If you really want to shoot this kind of night scene, you have to find a place with a wide 

view, use an SLR with a tripod, and use a long exposure This kind of feeling can be photographed in the 

same way.” 

Swallow said in surprise: “Mr. Song, you know photography!” 

Warnia smiled and said: “It was popular to join various interest clubs when I was in college. I have fewer 

cells for singing and dancing, so I chose photography.” 

Swallow smiled and said, “Then I will learn from you if I have a chance!” 

Warnia nodded and said: “If the contract is successfully signed, we will rest in Tokyo for a few days and 

relax. Then I will buy an SLR and a tripod, and we will come here again to take night shots.” 

“It’s great!” Swallow said cheerfully: “This way, I can stroll around and take a look in Tokyo!” 

As they were talking, the vehicle drove into a U-shaped curve on the winding mountain road, and the 

driver subconsciously slowed down and entered the curve. After a slow and steady turn, a low roar 

suddenly came in front of him. 

The driver subconsciously turned on the high beam, and then he was stunned to find that a full-loaded 

heavy truck was in the middle of the road, leaping downhill and quickly diving toward him! 

The opponent’s car is very large, and it is going downhill and extremely fast. Once a collision occurs on 

such mountain roads, the consequences will be disastrous. 

The driver of the commercial vehicle kept flashing his lights and honking his whistle, but the other party 

remained unmoved. 



What’s more frightening is that the mountain road itself is very narrow, with only two lanes on the left 

and right, and the other side is driving in the middle of the road, so there is no room for commercial 

vehicles to dodge at all! 

When Warnia saw this, several questions flashed in her mind: “What’s the matter with that truck?! Why 

doesn’t it slow down?!” 

Before she could understand, the Truck banged directly on the front face of the commercial car! 

Since this big truck is downhill and full of muck, its tonnage and inertia are large. 

Warnia’s commercial car was in front of it, exactly like paper! 

Chapter 2054 

The sudden impact directly knocked the engine compartment of the entire commercial vehicle into the 

front seat! 

The driver and the other assistant sitting on the co-pilot died instantly! 

Warnia sat in the middle row of the commercial vehicle and had buckled her seat belt, so at the moment 

of the impact, she was firmly tied to the seat by the seat belt. 

However, because of the great inertia during the impact, she had four ribs broken by the seat belt! 

And Swallow next to Warnia had no such good luck! 

When she got in the car, she was a little slack. She always felt that she didn’t need to buckle the seat 

belt when she was sitting in the back. So at the moment of the impact, she flew out and slammed into 

the back of the front passenger seat! 

At this moment, her whole body was smashed including the head, and she instantly lost consciousness 

and went into a deep coma. 

Because of the rib fracture, Warnia felt terribly painful in her chest, but before she could catch a breath, 

the entire front face crashed into a commercial vehicle with scrap metal, and was pushed back by the 

big truck! 

Because the two front wheels of the commercial vehicle were smashed into a mass of scrap iron 

together with the wheel hub, there was a group of sparks abruptly pierced with the ground under the 

front face of the commercial vehicle! 

Warnia turned her head back hard at this time, glanced back, and she was suddenly cold in shock! 

Behind the car is that U-shaped curve! 

However, this big car obviously wanted to push the commercial car she was sitting in directly down the 

cliff! 

The height here is at least hundreds of meters, no matter what car, rolling down from such a high cliff, I 

am afraid it will fall into a pile of scrap iron! 

And the people sitting inside are afraid that they will die too! 



At this moment, she immediately realized that all of this was not accidental! 

This big car deliberately did not turn on the lights, deliberately drove in the middle of the road, 

deliberately hit her car by going downhill, and not only did not decelerate at all after the impact, it even 

slammed on the accelerator, trying to push itself into the cliff with others! 

At this time, she could no longer think about who was murdering her behind her back. 

Because she knew that her life might only have less than a minute left. 

She had never expected that she would be buried in a foreign country today in her great years, and a 

strong feeling of grief suddenly appeared in her heart! 

At this moment, the first thing she thought of in her mind was not herself, nor her grandfather and 

other relatives, but the man that always lingered in her heart, Charlie! 

She choked in her heart: “I originally thought that there is still a long way to go in life, so it is okay to 

wait for Master for a few years or even more than a dozen years, but who would have thought that my 

life is about to fall down a cliff in Japan. Alas, I die in a foreign country…” 

Thinking of this, Warnia was already full of tears. 

She endured the severe pain in her chest, took out the phone, clicked on the top of Charlie’s portrait, 

and then clicked the voice message button. 

At this time, the commercial vehicle has been pushed to the edge of the cliff by the truck. 

Warnia looked at the phone and cried and said, “Master, I…I really love you! If there is a chance, Warnia 

will be your woman in the next life…” 

As soon as the voice fell, the entire commercial vehicle had been completely pushed out of the edge of 

the cliff, rolling and falling into the abyss… 

Chapter 2055 

When the business car rolled and fell off the cliff, Warnia was already nervous to the extreme. 

However, the more at this critical moment of life and death, her brain became more sober. 

Her brain was spinning fast at this moment, and many things came to mind in her mind all of a sudden. 

Because of the speed of thinking in her mind, it seems that time has slowed down. 

When the commercial vehicle hit the cliffside boulder, Warnia felt that her whole body was completely 

destroyed by the violent impact. 

Fortunately, she is still sitting in the luxury car seat of a commercial vehicle. This kind of seat is very 

comfortable and safe. The most important thing is that the body contact part is very soft. 

The soft part of the seat can greatly alleviate the huge impact on the body, which is like putting eggs in a 

box wrapped in cotton, and the safety factor is greatly increased. 



But because of that, Warnia still had huge inertia when she was hit, and she almost fainted her whole 

body. The huge inertia even squeezed her internal organs together. 

The pain was beyond imagination! 

But at this moment, she suddenly thought of something, something she had been carrying close to her 

body! 

At this time, after the vehicle hit the boulder, it bounced up several meters into the sky and then 

continued to roll down. Warnia tried her best to spin her hands into the pockets of her clothes. 

Immediately afterward, she took out a wooden box the size of a ring box. Because the car body was still 

rolling, she could only grasp the wooden box with both hands, and did not dare to relax, for fear that the 

wooden box would let go! 

Because she knew that what was in this wooden box was her only life-saving straw! 

Warnia quickly opened the wooden box, and when the vehicle was about to collide next time, she did 

not hesitate to put the pill stored in the wooden box into her mouth! 

Boom! 

This time, the impact of the vehicle was more serious! 

The commercial vehicle directly faces down and hit a boulder! 

In an instant, Warnia’s car door on the right side was smashed into a huge depression! 

This powerful force, the recessed car door directly hit Warnia’s right knee, and even broke her right leg! 

The severe pain caused her to scream, and then, the whole car began to roll violently on the rocks full of 

steep slopes! 

While the vehicle was rolling over, Swallow repeatedly bumped up and down in the carriage. She was so 

terrible that she had already lost her life. 

Warnia watched her body roll back and forth in the carriage, she wanted to help but she couldn’t take 

care of herself. She could only watch her and her tears suddenly burst! 

When the vehicle vacated again, the window was already completely broken due to the rolling speed 

too fast, so Swallow’s body was thrown out of the window… 

Warnia broke down and cried. She herself suffered all the injuries, and almost all of her brain, internal 

organs, and limbs were severely damaged. She even felt that she was on the verge of dying. 

However, the pill that Charlie gave her was kept in her mouth and never swallowed. 

She knows that the pill can only save hers once, if she swallows it early, maybe she will die when the 

vehicle rolls and falls! 

Therefore, there is only one belief in her mind: “I must persist and persist! Do my best to persist to the 

end, and then leave the destiny to God!” 



Immediately afterward, another thought emerged in her mind: “No! Not to hand over the destiny to 

God, but to Charlie!” 

It was another violent impact. 

Warnia felt that she was about to lose consciousness. 

Between the last electric light and flint, she bite into the pill and swallowed the pill with a bit of 

medicine fragrance into her abdomen! 

In the next second, Warnia had completely lost all consciousness, and her body continued to roll down 

with the car. 

At this time, a strong medical force was dissolving in her belly. 

The power of the medicine was conducted extremely fast, and it quickly poured into every part of her 

body through the meridians. 

At this time, Warnia’s body had almost lost all vitality, but at this moment, the powerful medicine made 

her body instantly recover. 

Chapter 2056 

This is like a city that was plunged into darkness due to a power outage. At the moment when the power 

supply was suddenly restored, the entire city was instantly re-lit! 

Just as Warnia recovered rapidly, the commercial vehicle she was riding in finally fell to the bottom of 

the valley. 

At this time, the vehicle is already full of defects. 

The front of the car completely collapsed into the first row of seats, all the windows were shattered, and 

the metal body was also cut into countless hideous holes by the stone. 

And the whole car has been deformed in the constant rolling, like a can that was stepped on! 

However, Warnia’s consciousness is constantly recovering. Broken ribs, leg bones, arms, as well as body 

wounds, damaged brains, and internal organs are all quickly regaining vitality. 

Within a moment, she regained her mobility. 

She wanted to unfasten the seat belt, but the plug of the seat belt had been severely deformed together 

with the plug. 

The seat under her body has also been completely deformed by the impact. 

But fortunately, the seat belt can barely go around the body, and her body will also be able to escape 

from the deformed seat. 

The phone under her feet is still on. Although the screen of the phone is severely broken, it still lights up, 

which means it can still be used. 

So Warnia hurriedly grabbed the phone in her palm and hurriedly fled out of the car! 



The doors of the car were no longer usable, but the windows on both sides became two completely 

deformed frames. 

She struggled and crawled out of the car. 

At this time, she heard the sound of water and at the same time smelled a pungent smell of gasoline. 

The fuel tanks of family cars are almost invariably under the car, and most fuel tanks are made of 

engineering plastics. 

Although the fuel tank can withstand most collisions and accidents, it is basically difficult to protect 

yourself in the face of such a 360-degree rollover accident. 

Therefore, the fuel tank of this commercial vehicle was also punctured by several large openings, and 

dozens of liters of gasoline flowed out through these openings. 

The commercial vehicle that Warnia rides has a fuel tank capacity of 70 liters, and a two-liter Coke bottle 

can be used as a container, which can fill a full 35 bottles. 

The driver had just filled up the fuel after returning to the hotel, and it took less than ten liters to drive 

over, and there were at least 60 liters of gasoline in the car. 

You must know that gasoline has a lot of energy when burning. Not to mention 60 liters of gasoline. 

Even a large Coke bottle of gasoline is enough to burn a car into iron slag! 

At this time, the damaged engine of this car is still humming, which means that the spark plug of the 

engine is still igniting and the fuel injection nozzle is constantly injecting fuel to push the piston 

movement of the engine. 

Once there is an oil leak inside the engine compartment, flames are likely to escape from the engine 

compartment, and then ignite all the gasoline! 

Warnia did not dare to delay, although she was surrounded by dense woods and grasses, but in order to 

escape, she could only dive into the woods. 

Just when she was not ten meters away, a strong fire suddenly burst out behind her. 

The gasoline starts to burn from the position of the engine compartment and ignites the gasoline leaking 

around. 

Gasoline burns extremely fast, and in the blink of an eye, the commercial vehicle is quickly consumed by 

the fire. 

Warnia turned around and looked at the burning flame, tears filled her eyes. 

Her other assistant and the very nice driver she was with, in Japan were all in the car at this time. 

Although she knew that they were dead as early as the first time they hit, she still felt like a knife at the 

thought of their bodies being burned beyond recognition by the fire. 

And Swallow… 



The little girl who had been talking about learning photography with herself a few minutes ago was 

already separated from her… 

After the rest of the catastrophe, Warnia ignored the hot flames, her legs were slightly bent and slowly 

knelt on the ground, covering her face with her hands, crying bitterly… 

Chapter 2057 

When Warnia was uncertain of her next moments in Nishitama County, Tokyo, Japan, Charlie was 

preparing to soak in the hot springs at the Champs Elys Villa in the mountains on the outskirts of Aurous 

Hill. 

With him in the hot spring pool, his wife, Claire. 

Just like when they were bathing in the hot springs with Elsa, Charlie wore swimming trunks, while Claire 

wore a one-piece swimsuit. 

The graceful posture was revealed in front of Charlie, making Claire more or less ashamed. 

In fact, the couple did not plan to take a hot spring together. 

Charlie wanted Claire to come first. When Claire came over in a bathrobe, she happened to be seen by 

Elaine, so Elaine said that Charlie and Claire should be together. 

Claire stepped into the hot spring water first, and Charlie put the two people’s mobile phones on the 

stone platform next to the hot spring pool before they were ready to enter the water. 

At this moment, the phone rang suddenly. 

It’s a WeChat. 

He turned on the phone and found that Warnia had sent WeChat. 

Moreover, it is a voice. 

This made him feel somewhat embarrassed. 

If he clicks on the voice message and listens to it, doesn’t know what it is. But if he clicks on it on the 

spot, what if it says something in it that makes his wife Claire misunderstand? 

It is safer to listen to the ear in the earpiece mode, but it will inevitably make Claire think more. 

So Charlie had to click to change the text. 

Warnia’s accent is very standard, and the recognition rate of WeChat voice-converted text is also very 

high, so her words were completely transformed all at once. 

Charlie looked at the text, and his whole person was suddenly shocked! 

“Why did Warnia suddenly speak to me saying the three words I love you? Why does she say that if she 

has a chance, she will be his woman in the next life?!” 

“Could it be… is there any danger she encountered?!” 



Thinking of this, Charlie hurriedly said to Claire: “My wife, you can soak for a while, I’ll get a drink.” 

Claire nodded and exhorted: “You put on some clothes, don’t freeze.” 

“it is okay.” 

Charlie said, put the thick bathrobe on him, turned around and entered the villa. 

Jacob and Elaine both went back to their rooms to rest, and Charlie clicked on the voice directly in the 

living room. 

Immediately afterward, Warnia’s sad and desperate voice came out: “Master, I…I really love you! If 

there is a chance, I will be your woman in the next life… ..” 

In this voice message, in addition to Warnia’s voice, there are also violent impacts, harsh sounds caused 

by friction between metal and the ground, and the roar of engines… 

Charlie felt a little in his heart! 

Listening to this voice, Warnia must be in an accident! 

He immediately called her, and it turned out that the other party was temporarily unable to connect! 

He hurriedly sent Warnia a voice call invitation on WeChat, but the other party did not respond! 

Charlie panicked suddenly. 

He knew that Warnia was in Japan and had not yet come back, so he could also speculate that she must 

have something wrong in Japan. 

Now, he couldn’t get in touch with her at all. What Charlie thought of the first time was to call Mr. Song 

to ask about the situation. 

So, he immediately dialed Mr. Song’s phone. 

Chapter 2058 

At this time, Mr. Song was ready to go to bed. 

Since taking the Rejuvenating Pill, his body has grown stronger, but it also made him more cherish his 

hard-won health. Therefore, he has been adhering to the health concept of going to bed early, waking 

up early, getting active, and exercising, so he rests earlier every day. 

Suddenly received a call from Charlie, he quickly connected the phone and said: “Oh, Master, you are 

calling me so late, what’s your order?” 

Charlie said: “Master Song, I want to ask what is Warnia’s situation now? Why can’t I contact her 

suddenly?” 

“Warnia?” Mr. Song said in surprise: “We had contact in the evening. She is in Tokyo, Japan, and is 

negotiating cooperation with Nippon Steel.” 



Charlie said: “A few minutes ago Warnia sent me a voice message, suddenly saying something about her 

next life, and then I went back to her, and she is no longer available. I suspect Warnia may be in Tokyo. 

What happened to her!” 

“Encountered an accident?!” 

Mr. Song suddenly sat up from the bed and blurted out: “Master, in the voice that Warnia sent to you, 

did she encounter something?” 

“No.” Charlie pondered: “This is what I worry about the most. Warnia didn’t say anything specific in the 

voice message, but it made me feel like she wanted to say goodbye to me.” 

Grandpa Song said nervously, “I will call the people next to her and ask what happened!” 

“Okay! If you have any news, please be sure to notify me as soon as possible!” 

Father Song hung up the phone and called Warnia first. 

Sure enough, as Charlie said, Warnia’s phone could not be connected at all. 

The old man Song couldn’t help but be stunned, and then he hurriedly beat Warnia’s assistant Swallow. 

Swallow is Warnia’s confidant and her right arm. If Warnia encounters anything, she must know. 

However, what made Old Man even more nervous was that Swallow couldn’t get through! 

He is really panicked now! 

He immediately called Honor and said: “Honor, come to my room immediately! Something happened to 

Warnia!” 

A minute later, Honor rushed in panic, and as soon as he walked in, he blurted out nervously and asked: 

“Grandpa, what happened to Warnia?!” 

Father Song said nervously, “Warnia is missing! I called her and Swallow, and neither of them could get 

through!” 

With that, Mr. Song asked again: “Honor, how many people did your sister take to Japan this time?!” 

Honor said: “It seems that she took two assistants with her, as well as a local driver.” 

Father Song hurriedly asked again, “Do you know who the other person is besides Swallow?” 

Honor thought for a while and said, “It seems to be Silviana.” 

Father Song hurriedly ordered: “Quick! Find that Silviana’s phone number and contact her immediately 

to see if you can contact her!” 

Honor nodded in a hurry, then took out his mobile phone, called the director of the human resources 

department of the Song Group, and said: “Silviana who went to Japan with Warnia, do you have her 

contact information?” 

The other party replied: “Yes Young Master, should I send it to you now?” 



Honor said: “Send it to me, hurry up!” 

Soon, a bunch of phone numbers reached Honor’s phone. 

Honor called immediately, and after a while, he heard a prompt from the phone: “Sorry, the call you 

dialed cannot be reached temporarily, please call again later…” 

Honor looked at the old man Song with a nervous expression, and said, “Grandpa…The two assistants 

around Warnia can’t get in touch, this…what the hell happened… …” 

Father Song was sweating profusely. He kept tapping his palms and muttered anxiously: “It’s broken, it’s 

broken! Warnia must be in a difficulty! What can I do… “ 

Honor said without hesitation: “Grandpa, or I will take someone to Japan! We should go now!” 

Chapter 2059 

Honor offered to go to Japan, and Mr. Song had some comfort in his heart. 

He even thought to himself: “Honor and Warnia are not brothers and sisters, but it is really rare for 

Honor to be so concerned about her.” 

Thinking of this, he sighed and said: “Honor, you go to arrange the plane, I will go with you!” 

Honor hurriedly said: “Grandpa, don’t follow along. You are old and you are not familiar with the place. 

It will be even more troublesome if there is something short and long, and my dad is still abroad. There 

can’t be no one sitting here in Aurous Hill, you stay at home, and I must find a way to get Warnia back!” 

Mr. Song hesitated for a moment, and knew in his heart that it was really difficult for him to play any 

role as in the past. 

Moreover, if both himself and Honor go to Japan, the Song Group would have no leader. 

After that, it’s a big family with hundreds of billions. Even during the holidays, the various tasks to be 

dealt with every day are very tedious. If there is really no one in charge of staying here to guard, if 

something happens, it is likely to cause a Great loss. 

So, Mr. Song nodded slightly and said, “That’s fine! Then I will stay at home. You can choose some 

capable personnel as soon as possible, and hurry up and leave as soon as possible!” 

Honor immediately said: “Grandpa, don’t worry! I will make arrangements!” 

Immediately afterward, Honor called a few assistants and a dozen bodyguards. At the same time, he 

arranged a plane at the airport and took off directly to Japan in an hour. 

Elder Song also called Charlie back and said to him: “Master, Warnia and the people around her can’t be 

contacted. I’m afraid they have had some accident. I have arranged honor to leave immediately and 

rush to Tokyo!” 

Charlie asked on the phone, “Is there no clue?” 

Father Song sighed: “Yes, there are no clues. I asked the hotel. The hotel only said that they left by car 

more than an hour ago, but no one knows where they went.” 



Charlie asked again: “Didn’t Warnia tell you what she was going out to do?” 

“No…” Mr. Song said very sadly: “Warnia returned to the hotel from Nippon Steel in the evening and 

told me about the progress of the negotiation, and also explained that she may continue to 

communicate with them. But where she went tonight, I don’t know at all, and she never said a word.” 

Honor is indeed extremely clever. 

As early as when Warnia and Nippon Steel’s Hashimoto Kinzaki had been frustrated in their 

negotiations, he had been constantly encouraging Warnia, giving her blood, and making her more eager 

for success. 

And in the afternoon, he deliberately uttered the so-called blessing of “Maybe you will receive a surprise 

tomorrow morning”, which gave Warnia a psychological hint even more subtle. 

So after she received the phone call from Hashimoto to sign the contract, she naturally thought of giving 

her family a surprise, so when she left the hotel, she did not tell anyone other than her companions of 

the itinerary. 

This is exactly what Song’s honor is. 

At this moment, Charlie was very worried. 

Hearing that Honor was going to Japan, he didn’t think much and certainly didn’t have any doubts about 

him. 

He just felt that since Warnia’s whereabouts in Tokyo are unknown, the best thing he should do now is 

to find someone in Tokyo to help, and quickly follow the hotel where Warnia stayed to check for clues 

and see where Warnia went after leaving the hotel. 

So he hung up the phone of Mr. Song first, and then called Nanako. 

Chapter 2060 

At this time, Nanako has just returned to Tokyo from Kyoto. 

A few days ago, she temporarily accompanied her father to stay in Kyoto for a few days to change her 

mood to relax, but because of the many family affairs, she stayed for three days and returned to Tokyo. 

After receiving Charlie’s call, Nanako was a little surprised. After that, the time in Tokyo is one hour 

earlier than in China. It is more than 10:30 in the country now, and it is already 11:30 in Tokyo. 

Therefore, Nanako asked excitedly and surprised: “Master, why are you calling me at this time?” 

Charlie asked hurriedly, “Nanako, are you in Tokyo now?” 

“Yes.” Nanako said: “My father and I just came back this afternoon, Master, you seem to be a little 

anxious from your voice, what’s the matter?” 

Charlie said: “A good friend of mine suddenly disappeared in Tokyo. The last voice message she sent me 

seemed to have encountered an accident, but I can’t contact her at all now, so I want to ask you for 

help. Arrange for someone to investigate where she went tonight.” 



Upon hearing this, Nanako hurriedly said: “Master, no problem! Tell me the general information, and I 

will arrange for a full investigation! The influence of our Ito family in Tokyo is still unmatched, as long as 

people are really there. I will find her where she is missing in Tokyo!” 

“Okay!” Charlie hurriedly told Nanako some personal information about Warnia, the hotel she stayed in, 

and the time she left the hotel and asked: “Nanako, please arrange for someone to mobilize the 

surveillance video and take a look at her. Which car did she take, and where did she drive the car too!” 

“Okay, Master!” Nanako also attached great importance to it, blurting out: “Then I will make 

arrangements!” 

Since the Matsumoto family went offline and the Takahashi family was seriously injured, the Ito family’s 

influence in Tokyo has naturally increased greatly. 

Many of the dependent forces and organizations that followed the Takahashi and Matsumoto families in 

the past are now taking the initiative to show their favor to the Ito family, and Nanako has gradually 

incorporated a part, which greatly expands the external power of the Ito family. 

Among them, it includes the big runaways controlled by the Takahashi family. 

Just like those little brothers of Orvel in the underground world. 

They may not be able to get on the table, but they are all groups that breed in the dark of the city, so 

they are like rats in the sewers, with a strong sense of smell and extremely fast action. 

When she asked them to find someone, they all moved immediately. 

Because the last place where Warnia appeared was a hotel in the city center, the monitoring equipment 

was very complete. Therefore, the external forces of the Ito family immediately locked onto the 

commercial vehicle that Warnia was in when she left through the hotel’s surveillance video. 

As a result, everyone began to follow the trajectory of the car through the monitoring system. Because 

the Ito family offered a reward of hundreds of millions of yen, they were all trying their best to pursue 

the clues. Every group hopes to be the first. Find Warnia’s whereabouts. 

At this moment, in a valley in Nishitama County, western Tokyo. 

Warnia walked carefully through the dense forest at the bottom of the valley alone. 

The valley is hundreds of meters deep, not only has dense forests and vegetation but also has towering 

mountains on both sides, so the phone has no signal at all. 

At this time, she had only one thought in her heart: walk out of the mountain alive, and immediately ask 

Charlie for help once the phone has a signal. 

While marching through the dense forest, she secretly thought in her heart: “Today’s matter must be 

someone deliberately murdering me. If they know that I am still alive, then I will definitely not be able to 

leave Japan alive!” 

At the same time, there is a perception in her subconscious: “Now, no one can save me except Master!” 

 


